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Goals of this 
presentation

• Introduce myself

• Introduce the purpose of 
frequent, reflective writing

• Provide a few examples

• Brainstorm ways to apply 
these practices in different 
courses

• Complete a short reflection 
of our own



A bit about 
me…

Assistant Professor of History

Research Areas – History of medicine, Early 
United States’ History, History of science

This is my fourth year at Northwest 

I teach courses of a variety of levels and sizes 
from our US history gen eds to upper division 
courses on specific topics and research methods.  



Why Reflection?
And what can it look like?



Some Examples
I have incorporated aspects of reflective practice into most of my 
courses. I have three examples here at different levels and with different 
intentionality. 



HIST 155 – Regular 
Structured Check-in
• Reflection papers associated 

with each unit

• Slowly builds writing 
confidence

• Builds communication skills

• Low-stakes and low-anxiety

• Instructor check-in on key 
concepts

• Part of a larger portfolio project



Reflective Journaling 
• Adapting journals to meet the themes and 

outcomes of courses

• Thematic journals for History of 
American Science, Technology, and 
Medicine

• Commonplace books for Early 
American Republic

• Way to make connections between individual 
research projects and classwork

• Encourages reflection and academic 
exploration

• Creates space to pause and check in about 
course work



HIST 524 
Commonplace Book 

• Modeled after 18th century note-taking 
techniques

• Open discussion about the course

• Time to work through different ideas 
about the final project



Possible 
Applications



Take a minute yourself
Are there ideas that might work in your courses?

How can this align with pre-existing course and program outcomes?
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